Hybrid spectral domain method for attenuation slope estimation.
Attenuation estimation methods for medical ultrasound are important because attenuation properties of soft tissue can be used to distinguish between benign and malignant tumors and to detect diffuse disease. The classical spectral shift method and the spectral difference method are the most commonly used methods for the estimation of the attenuation; however, they both have specific limitations. Classical spectral shift approaches for estimating ultrasonic attenuation are more sensitive to local spectral noise artifacts and have difficulty in compensating for diffraction effects because of beam focusing. Spectral difference approaches, on the other hand, fail to accurately estimate attenuation coefficient values at tissue boundaries that also possess variations in the backscatter. In this paper, we propose a hybrid attenuation estimation method that combines the advantages of the spectral difference and spectral shift methods to overcome their specific limitations. The proposed hybrid method initially uses the spectral difference approach to reduce the impact of system-dependent parameters including diffraction effects. The normalized power spectrum that includes variations because of backscatter changes is then filtered using a Gaussian filter centered at the transmit center frequency of the system. A spectral shift method, namely the spectral cross-correlation algorithm is then used to compute spectral shifts from these filtered power spectra to estimate the attenuation coefficient. Ultrasound simulation results demonstrate that the estimation accuracy of the hybrid method is better than the centroid downshift method (spectral shift method), in uniformly attenuating regions. In addition, this method is also stable at boundaries with variations in the backscatter when compared with the reference phantom method (spectral difference method). Experimental results using tissue-mimicking phantom also illustrate that the hybrid method is more robust and provides accurate attenuation estimates in both uniformly attenuating regions and across boundaries with backscatter variations. The proposed hybrid method preserves the advantages of both the spectral shift and spectral difference approaches while eliminating the disadvantages associated with each of these methods, thereby improving the accuracy and robustness of the attenuation estimation.